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Abstract: The switching of energy mode in duty-cycled wireless sensors network is very critical phase. The 

mode of switching deals of active mode of node and dormant phase of node. In scenario of switching basically 

controlled the utilization of energy in idle case and enhanced the life of network. The major issue in duty-cycle 

network is sink node broadcasting message to all node for the process of communication. In this process used 

maximum energy and life of network is expire. In this paper proposed cluster based algorithm for the routing of 

data in wireless sensor network. The cluster based protocol used probabilistic model and measure the flooding 

condition of sink node and reduces the consumption of energy. The proposed algorithm simulated in MATLAB 

software and used 200 nodes for simulation process. The proposed algorithm gives better performance instead 

of HEOT and DEF routing algorithm. 
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I. Introduction 
Now a day’s sensor network plays an important role in advancement of technology. The advancement 

of technology depended on the success story of sensor network. The life of sensor network based on the process 

of tiny operated battery. If the network node consumed more energy the sensor node life time is decrease 

[1,2,3]. The vitality utilization is real issue in sensor arrange. In remote sensor organize take a shot at different 

vitality effective directing convention for the minimization of vitality use. Some standard convention, for 

example, filter convention and enhanced drain convention. the real utilization of vitality amid the choice of 

bunch head hub amid the transmission of information. Sensor organize has essential part to detect and forward 

information to goal or base station BS, coming about of any physical occasion event [4,5]. Directing assumes a 

key part to recognize way and move information in vitality imperative sensor organize. At first defeats 

characterized by the hubs then hubs end up noticeably ready to send or get the information by utilizing those 

steering ways. On the off chance that if detected information is accessible to a few sections of system however 

arrange not ready to exchange it to the goal because of the vitality exhaust of sensor hubs for a few fragments. 

WSN arrange is isolated into sub networks\clusters and each bunch has group head which is capable to gather 

the detected information from his bunch and forward it to the base station. Group heads expended more vitality 

because of gathering and sending information from bunch while remaining hubs in the groups still have more 

vitality of 90% of their underlying vitality. One of the assignments of the sink center point is to control the 

operation of the multi-jump system of sensor hubs [6]. All things considered the sink needs to impart data to all 

hubs, for instance, to change an application parameter or to transfer another code picture (bug fix). On a basic 

level, a flood is started by the sink broadcasting a message to all its quick neighbours, who thus forward the 

message to every one of their neighbours by re-broadcasting it [7]. Flooding approaches have two focal 

capacities. To start with, they characterize the importance and figure the estimation of the hub rank. Second, 

they actualize the state machine that administers the life-cycle of individual bundles on each hub. The end-to-

end postpone is defined as the deferral from the time when a source hub has an information parcel prepared to 

send (case: when distinguishing an occasion and creating the occasion detailing bundle or bundles) to the time 

the first parcel is gotten at the goal hub. For applications that utilization a solitary bundle to convey the occasion 

data, the above definition catches the genuine postponement for detailing the occasion data [8,9]. With 

correlation with applications that utilization numerous parcels, if the hubs that transferred the first bundle remain 

conscious for sending every one of the bundles, the postponement to hand-off ensuing bundles will be 

considerably littler than that accomplished by the first bundle. The cluster based routing protocol enhance the 
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performance of wireless sensor network. The cluster based protocol control the process of flooding and control 

the utilization of energy and increase the efficiency and life of network [10,11,12]. The rest of paper discuss as 

section II. Probabilistic model and clustering. In section III discuss the proposed method based on clustering 

technique. in section IV discuss the simulation result and finally discuss conclusion & future work in section V. 

 

II. Probabilistic Model 
 The process of probabilistic model describes in this section, this model improved the process of switch 

selection during the process of message broadcast during the sink node for the wireless sensor network. The 

probabilistic model work based on EM technique. This technique estimates the knowledge of network before the 

processing. Desire Maximization (EM) is an outstanding probabilistic model for estimation of cloister 

information, powerful, iterative calculation used to acquire the Maximum-Likelihood gauges, for our situation 

of the parameter vector µ measure the connection factor for the estimation of group message. A depiction and 

reasonable utilizations of EM is discovered [17]. EM repeats more than two stages. After instatement, a boost 

step (M-step) is performed, for our situation finding the MAP appraise, ˆx. At that point, the desire (E-step) 

finds the greatest of the log-probability work (of the back conveyance) over the decision of µ(p), for the pth 

emphasis of EM, holding consistent the latest x from the M-step. The instatement of the calculations is critical 

since nearby minima arrangements can be discovered which fulfill the improvement criteria. One can pick 

subjective beginning stages, or a few evaluations can be made of the information to begin the calculation[18]. 

The EM calculation is reliably utilized as a part of this joint estimation strategy, and is depicted in Section we 

likewise portray our new augmentations required for lessening pay. On account of remote sensor arrange, we 

need to isolate between the base and most extreme vitality utilization for bunch message development. For this 

we utilize learning of the vitality of system and bunch message of the remote sensor organize. To accomplish 

this objective, we will utilize factual techniques to iteratively discover the locally ideal group message, given a 

model of the vitality and streamlining criteria. 

 

III. Proposed Algorithm 
 In this section discuss the proposed algorithm based on probabilistic model for duty cycle based 

wireless sensor network. The probabilistic model controls the process of switching and clustering algorithm 

process the control of message of sink node broadcasting. The control of message broadcast reduces the 

utilization of energy in wireless sensor network. The following terms used in algorithm describe here 

G group of sensor network 

S switching of mode of network s1, s2,s3……….sn. 

CMS cluster message for nodes through sink node.   

LE Level of energy 

 Steps of algorithm 

1.  define the value of switch 𝑆1 , 𝑆2 , 𝑆3 ,……… . 𝑆𝑛 ; 
2. check group of nodes 𝑛𝑖 ∈ G  formation of networks: 

3. 𝑛𝑖  forms a list of its neighbors 𝑁(𝑖) through the Message {𝐶𝑀𝑆}; 
4.   𝑁(𝑖)  = 𝜑 ;  
5. Initialize EM factor of all nodes 𝑛𝑖 ∈ G  
6. 𝑆 (𝐼𝑑,𝐶𝑀𝑆,    𝐿𝑖𝑠𝑡_𝑁𝑒𝑖𝑔𝑏𝑜𝑟𝑠, 𝑆𝑖𝑧𝑒,𝑀𝑂𝐷𝐸)  
7.   𝐶𝑀𝑆 =  0, 𝑆 =  0; 
8. 𝑁𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒 =  “𝐼𝐷𝐸𝐿”; 
9. 𝑅𝑒𝑝𝑒𝑎𝑡  
10. Any node 𝑛𝑖 ∈ G 𝐵𝑟𝑜𝑎𝑑𝑐𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑠 𝑎 𝑚𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑎𝑔𝑒 "𝐶𝑀𝑆”; 
11. 𝐼𝑓 𝑁(𝑖)  <> 𝜑 𝑇𝑒𝑛 

12. Choose 𝑠 ∈ 𝑁(𝑖) ; 
13. 𝐸𝑙𝑠𝑒 𝑛𝑖   is a CMS of itself.  

i. 𝐸𝑛𝑑𝐼𝑓  
14. Update the switching states Sn. 

15. CMS = nI; 

16. Size = 1; 

17. Nature = ACTIVE; 

18. Send the message “𝐶𝑀𝑆” by SINK to its neighbors (𝑁[𝑁]); 
19. 𝐽 =  𝐶𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡(𝑁 [𝐶𝑀𝑆]); 
20. 𝐹𝑜𝑟 𝐼 =  1 𝑡𝑜 𝐽 𝐷𝑜 

21. 𝐼𝑓 (𝑛𝑖 ∈ 𝑁 [𝐶𝑀𝑆] 𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑒𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑠 𝑡𝑒 𝑚𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑎𝑔𝑒 &&𝑛𝑖  →  𝐶𝑀𝑆 =  0) 

22. 𝑇𝑒𝑛 𝑛𝑖  𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑠 𝑎 𝑚𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑎𝑔𝑒 “𝐶𝑂𝑁𝑁𝐸𝐶𝑇𝐸𝐷” 𝑡𝑜 𝐶𝑀𝑆 

23. 𝑇𝑒𝑛𝑁𝑂𝐷𝐸𝑆  𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑠 𝑎 𝑚𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑎𝑔𝑒 “𝐴𝐶𝐶𝐸𝑃𝑇𝑚𝑠𝑔 ” 𝑡𝑜 𝑁𝑜𝑑𝑒 𝑛𝑖  ; 
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24. 𝐶𝑀𝑆 →  𝑆𝑖𝑧𝑒 =  𝐶𝑀𝑆 →  𝑆𝑖𝑧𝑒 +  1; 
25. 𝐸𝑙𝑠𝑒 𝑔𝑜 𝑡𝑜 9; 

𝐸𝑛𝑑𝐼𝑓 

𝐸𝑛𝑑𝐼𝑓 

𝐸𝑛𝑑 𝐹𝑜𝑟 

𝐸𝑛𝑑.  
 

IV. Experimental Result Analysis 
 To evaluate the performance of improved energy based routing protocol simulated in MATLAB 

software. For the evaluation of performance simulate also two algorithm one is HEOT protocol and 

DEF[13,14,15]. The measuring the various parameter such as PDR, energy cost, end to end delay and hop count. 

Here also shows the scenario of simulation environments. 

 

.  

Figure 1: window show that our implementation of delay aware energy optimization for flooding in duty cycled 

WSN with number of node is 10, number of maximum child is 20 and depth of network is 3 inputs in field using 

HEOT method. 

 

 Table 1: show that our result analysis of delay aware energy optimization for flooding in duty cycled 

WSN with number of node, number of maximum child and depth of network sequentially 10, 20, 3 inputs in 

field using HEOT, DEF and Proposed method. 
Method PDR Energy cost End to End Delay Hop count 

HEOT 0.0137 30 0.0012 41 

DEF 0.1137 15 0.6674 31 

PROPOSED 0.2137 10 0.6672 26 

 

Table 2: window show that our result analysis of delay aware energy optimization for flooding in duty cycled 

WSN with number of node, number of maximum child and depth of network sequentially 12, 25, 5 inputs in 

field using HEOT, DEF and Proposed method. 
Method PDR Energy cost End to End Delay Hop count 

HEOT 0.0590 10 0.0029 59 

DEF 0.1590 5 0.4766 49 

PROPOSED 0.2590 3.3333 0.4764 44 
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Figure 2: window show that our result analysis of delay aware energy optimization for flooding in duty cycled 

WSN with number of node, number of maximum child and depth of network sequentially 10, 20, 3 inputs in 

field using HEOT, DEF and Proposed method on the output basis like PDR, Energy cost, End to end delay and 

hop count. 

 

 
Figure 2: window show that our result analysis of delay aware energy optimization for flooding in duty cycled 

WSN with number of node, number of maximum child and depth of network sequentially 12, 25, 5 inputs in 

field using HEOT, DEF and Proposed method on the output basis like PDR, Energy cost, End to end delay and 

hop count. 

 

V. Conclusion and Future Work 
 In this paper optimized the utilization of energy in duty cycle wireless sensor network using 

probabilistic cluster based algorithm. the proposed algorithm controls the message broadcasting of sink node 

and reduces the utilization of energy and enhance the life of wireless network. The cluster-based algorithm play 

a role of switching of message control in sink node to communication node. The switching process decide the 

working behaviors of sensors node in network environments. The proposed algorithm reduces the number of 

hop countin sensors networks. The reduces hop counts reduces the cost of energy function and increase the life 

of network. The proposed algorithm also increases the value of PDR. The proposed algorithm compares with 

HEOT and DEF. in compression of these two-algorithm proposed algorithm gives better performance. In future 

this algorithm used for MAC layer management of duty-cycle wireless sensors network. 
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